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MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT 

Welcome to 2000 

With the most hyped New Year's eve in modern history behind us, we have 
survived and are now back in the real world. If you are like me, the focus on the 
feared computer glitches leaves me hoping the expression "Y2K" will be removed 
from the vocabulary. We will, however, have to be satisfied with another year's 
debate over whether the millennium starts this year or next year. I will not enter this 
dialogue: my primary focus is remembering to write "00" and not "99" when dating 
any documents. I hope that you had a safe and healthy holiday season and can 
remember diving and the club in your year beginning resolutions. 

For those that are heading south this winter and plan to do some diving, please 
remember to dive safely and bring us back some stories to share your experiences. 
Do you have any favorite dive places that you would like to see on our dive 
schedule? Let the dive committee know. 

In reviewing the past year, we had a pretty good year. We had 15 new divers in the 
1998/99 training class, a very successful barbecue at Art Dewaard's in June and 
generally good attendance at club dives .. Our dive/barbecue at Bill and Carol 
Hughes was a smashing success and we give our sincerest thanks to Bill and Carol 
for their generous hospitality. Socially, we had several pub nights throughout the 
year; some of the pub night attendees got a special treat by winning a bottle of 
homemade wine. On a more serious note, our wishes go out to Julie MacKenzie for 
a continued speedy recovery from a recent illness. Our Fall training class start was 
delayed until the beginning of October due to construction in the pool. While our 
class was small, our three new members made it up with enthusiasm. 

In Waterlog last year, two articles addressed safety concerns that your club 
executive take quite seriously. In the August issue, Brian Kruschel highlighted the 
importance of safe diving and the importance of safety through education; dive 
fatality reports serve as a reminder that we dive in a foreign environment that must 
be always be treated with respect. The second article, AlfHepplestone provides a 
personal account on a diving situation where he believed that safety was 
compromised. Thank you to both authors for bringing safety to the forefront. The 
executive, dive committee and divemasters will renew their focus on diving safety 
and communications. 

A reminder; the pool is available to all members each Monday night between 8:30 
and 9:30PM starting January 10. Hope we'll see you out doing a few laps or just 



socializing. To help break up the winter, we are in the early stages of organizing a 
mid-winter event, probably in February. We will keep you posted. 

Do you have an e-mail address? If you do and are not currently on Art Dewaard's 
mail list, please send Art a note at adewaard@pathcom.com. This is the fastest way 
of staying in touch. Our distribution is not limited to personal addresses; I use my 
work e-mail address as it is the one that I know that I will look at every day. 

That's enough rambling. Have a Happy New Year and I hope we'll see you in the 
pool. 

Don Woods ... 

From the Editor's Desk 

This is the first issue of the "Waterlog" for the new season 2000. 
Thanks goes out to Brian and Lisa for doing a great job the past year. 
I understand that Brian has now a real job, and therefore no more time to 
put the WA TERLOG together. 
I always enjoyed his dry humor. 
I hope that both will continue to write articles for this paper, we s ore need 
them. Better still, lets get some stories or articles from everybody ,for the 
coming issues. I 

On the back of this issue, you will find a excerpt from THE Macfarlane 
Manuscript. 
Peter Macfarlane was a member of the Canadian Sub Aqua Club in the 
60's and wrote many wonderful stories. He died suddenly on October 27, 
1965. A great loss for everybody. In the next "WATERLOGS", I will in
troduce you to some of them. 

The new Editor - Theo 

Note: The next executive meeting will be held at Glaude 
Delliac's residence at January 19, 2000. Be there at 8.00 sharp.!! 



PUB 

Our last Pub Night at Brodies was 
such a great success we decided to 
do it again. The attractive pol ice 
woman (Lisa Sherrin) shown here 

NIGHT! ! 

Yes, it's that time of the year again, time to come 
out for a nice social evening with your fellow 
club members. Hear all the stories of this past 
dive season, (whether they are true or not) . 

Venue: 
Location: 

Address: 
Phone: 
When: 

Brodi es 

North East Corner of Highway 7 
and Union Street 

4550 Highway 7 

(905) 477-7625 

Wednesday, January 26th 

with President, Don Wood, was off duty but was keeping a watchful eye on things. A good 
time was had by all. The usual bottle of wine was raffled off and won by Darcy D'Amour 
and hi s wife. Hope you can attend this evening. It's a great w y of meeting people in the 
Club 

Colin 
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Hi and welcome to this the first offering of the new year from your Dive Committee. 

As arrangements for dive excursions have to be made well ahead of time, your dive 
committee have already made reservations for the graduating students at Wilson's 
Lodge on the weekend of the open water tests to be held at Skeleton Lake in the 
Spring of the year followed be a weekend of diving at Cedar Point. Further details 
of the above dives will appear in the Waterlog as we near the appropriate dates as 
will requests to the existing members to help out on both occasions. These two dive 
weekends are both wonderful opportunities for you to break out your equipment to 
check if it still fits and then to hone your skills for the rest of the season. 
At this point in the season we the Dive Committee would ask for your suggested 
favourite dive sites so that we may formulate a comprehensive list. From your dive 
site suggestions we will produce a short list of the most popular and we will publish 
this list and schedule as soon as possible thereafter. Without your input we are likely 
to fall back on to the old faithful sites but this is will undoubtedly become repetative 
and boring so please help us to inject some new life into the diving season. You can 
contact the members of your Dive committee at the following numbers: Art 
Dewaard 
Brian Magee 
Clark Forster 
Alf Hepplestone 



CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 
2000 DIVE SCHEDULE 

May, 27, 28 Checkout weekend Skeleton Lake. Wilson's lodge (bring two tanks) 
Fri. & Sat. night accommodation. Sat. & Sun. continental breakfast included. 
Sat. night barbecue dinner included. Bring lunch for two days. 
Dive Co-ordinator: Leonard Teuma-Castelletti, 905-660-6359. Cost $95 . 

June 24 Dive Georgian Bay on the Argonaut diver at Cedar Point. Air on board 
Steak barbecue after dive, included. Excellent dive for new certified· divers . 
Wrecks: the Marquette, the Michigan, Mapledawn and more. Spots for 16 divers. 
Dive Co-ordinator: ????????. Cost $65 . 
Five spots for non-divers, $25 each. 

Dates and cost in bold are final. 



SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

IMAX Film - ISLAND OF THE SHARKS 
From_the. director of Into the Deep, this film is a thrilling underwater adventure that will immerse you in hidden 
aquatic highways. 

ISLAr..'TI OF THE SHARKS op~ns Ja.~uary 28, 2000 ~n the giant domed screen at the Shoppers Drug Mart 
0~ Theatre, at the Ontano Science Centre. This feature presentation at the state-of-the-art theatre 
with wrap-around screen and over 13,000 watts of digital sound will enjoy a run right through the year 2000. 

For more information contact the Ontario Science Centre at (416)696-1000. 

ANOTHER THEATRE NIGHT 
Colin Darg 

Shirley Valentine* 
By Willy Russell 

A heroine for our times. Laugh with her, shed a tear 
for her, love her, give a cheer for her as the warm and 
wonderful Shirley Valentine embarks on an odyssey of 
self-discovery that leads from the prison of a Liverpool 
kitchen to free-spirited bliss on an island in Greece. 

• P!ease be advised that performance rights to this play had not been secured 

at t ime of printing. 

Rumors 
By Neil Simon 

You're invited to a party at which everyone turns up 
but the host and hostess. In Neil Simon's first foray 
into the hilarities of farce , the hangups and preoccu
pations of upscale New Yorkers are as screamingly 
funny as the rumour-fed messes and mixups they find 
themselves ensnarled in. 

The next two productions of Markham Little Theatre are shown above. Tickets are $15 .50 
each. On Thursday evening seniors (for those who admit it) and students are half price. 
Unfortunately there is no reduction for group bookings. To order. call the Box Office at 

(905) 305-7469. 

Wednesday is opening night and after the performanc1e, patrons are invited to stay and meet 
the cast and enjoy complimentary finger goods. Call Colin at after February 

l st for more information on these shows. 

The performance takes place at the Markham Theatre on Highway 7 and Civic Drive (one 
stop light west of Warden) . We encourage you to come out and enjoy the show. 



Y2KSPECIAL 
Membership 

HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU I I I 

Regular $95.00 less 20/o = $76.00 

YOU PAY ONLY $76.00, 
but I must receive your cheque or cash by January 3l5t, 2000. 

If you don't pay it's not your toe I'm gonna bite ! ! ! 

Your Friendly Membership Director 

S o, this is the guy who hasn't 

paid his dues yet I I I I 

-· I 



Issue No. 62 September __ :µ, 19.~4. 

FOR SALE - Lake SL~coe Cottage - Lake Frontage Unlimited? 

By Peter Macfarlane 

It's true that practically all the available lake frontage on the 
shore-side of Lake Simcoe has been taken, but what about the 
water-side? \fny not a cottage a few tens of feet out frora the 
shore and a few fathoms down? It would double the available 
itfrontage, 11 wouldn't it? 

This might not have been what the U. S. Nav-.r had· in mind w-hen it 
started its Sealab project, but when the experiment was success
fully completed a few weeks ago, a..~ _ underwater cottage came much 
closer to being a reality. The Sealab itself ·,..,ras a 40-foot-long, 
steel-hulled capsule connected to a mother ship by an umbilical cord 
of hoses and cables which provided power, water and air and carried 
phone and closed-circuit television connections. The interior was 
crarrnned with six berths, tables, storage lockers, a shower, hot 
plate, six electrical heaters and a sign that said: "Welcome to 
Inner Space. 11 

The Sealab was dropped to a depth of 192 feet. The pressure at 
that depth was equivalent to six times atmospheric pressure at 
sea level. There was an open manhole on the underside of the 
capsule. The air pressure inside, at 86 lb. per square inch, 
equaled the water pressure outside and kept the seawater from 
entering the living space. Getting in and out of the Sealab was 
as simple as falling in the pool. 

The air inside was a synthetic mixture of gases. The proportions 
of oxygen and nitrogen were kept the same as they are found at 
s ea level. But at t ho hi gh pressure maintained i n the Sealab they 
had t o be diluted by SO% helium. Th er e was 16% n;i.t r ogen and only 
4% oxygen - too little oxygen to light a match •. . At six atmospheres 
of pr essure, wate r could be heated much hotter than tho surface 
boiling point of 212 degrees F., but it never bubbled or gave off 
storun. A bottle of pop when opened sucked air in instead of 
~~uirting fizz out . 

Maybe none of these things are what you look for in a summer 
cottage. Still, you might find escape from the everyday cares of 
busy city life more possible because of the compulsory decompression 
period involvod. In the Sealab experiment, it was found that once 
a diver stays down 24 hours, or more, the body tissues become fully 
saturated with nitrogen and helium and beyond that time, the time 
required for decompression does not increase, whether he stays 
down a day, a week or a month. But decompression takes two days, 
seven hours and 30 minutes - about the width of a Labour Day 
Weekend. Once you decided to get away for the weekend and take 
it easy - you'd have to do just that, in your underwater retreat. 



Series I 

The Newsletter of 

THE CANADIAN SuB AQUA LLuB 
Volume 2 

Special Waterlog Edition 
Its Party Time!!! 

Diving season 2000 

Our President is having a Party, and your are all invited 
This is happening Feb 19, 2000 (Full Moon?) 

see page 3 for all the details. 

BE THERE! 

A new toy for a new Millinnium 
a 

"Rebreather" 

Another story from Peter Macfarlane 
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Event: "It's Mid-Winter!! 

"A good excuse for a Party" Party 
Who can come: Canadian Sub Aqua Members and a spouse, 

friend, relative, guest, etc 
Special invite to this year,s training classes. 

Date: Saturday, February 19, 2000 

Time: 8:30PM 

Place: Don Woods' & Alida Dubray's residence 

Features: A special prize for the funniest hat 

Food: Pot Luck - We're not looking for a meal. Finger foods , snack 
foods, desserts etc 

Beverages: Bring Your Own 

Dress is casual. 

To check a map in the Internet: http://www.mapquest.com 
and check address using online maps. 

Don Woods 



Diving in a new era or just refining the past. 

Think Rebreathers are new? Think again. The first rebreather was made and dived 
with by the inventor. His name was Henery A Fleuss of Siebe Gorman. In 1878 he 
got a patent. A year later the device was used for the first time with an enriched air
nitrox mixture. In 1880 an English diver walked along a 1000 feet tunnel that was 
flooded, turning off several valves using the Fleuss Re-breather. 
Although the unit did work, it was very crude. In 1907 Dragen was working with 
John Haldane (remember Haldane from your basic open water course?) and they 
decided that Barium Hydroxide should be used to scrub out C02 from the breathing 
gas. Before that several concoctions were used, from flannel soaked in seawater and 
mixed with tartar to pure salt, coated with chlorine! Obviously some worked out 
better than others. (In some cases you were just lucky it did not kill you!!) 
In 1915 Oxilite Rebreathers were used in the underwater scenes for the movie 
20,000 leagues under the sea. 
Then we fast forward to 1946, where the team of Gagnan - Cousteau invent the 
demand valve open circuit scuba. (Cousteau beat Gagnan to the patent office by a 
few hours, so no one remembers him.) 
In some Hollywood flicks you see the Navy Commandos grabbing the double tanks 
and the double hose regulaters, jump in the water to attack an unsuspecting ship 
during W. W .II. As you can see Hollywood got it wrong again!! It would have been 
more realistic if they were equipped with rebreathers. 
In the 1946 - 1950 period, cave divers in Britain were experimenting with 
rebreathers, but the general public went with the open circuit way, so you can see 
rebreathers have been with us a long long time. 
Again fast forwards to 1995. Over the years several manufactures tried but mass 
produce th~ rebreather, but for various reasons it just did not happen.Then in 1995, 
Dragen did what no one had not yet done. They mass produced an affordable, (if 3 
to 5 thousand dollars is affordable!) with the introduction of250 units in their first 
year. The rest is history. Rebreathers are still coming down in price and are 
becoming more available. The unit today is having a retail price of about 2500 to 
3200 dollars. Quite a few of us have 2000 dollars in diving equipment now. And let 
me tell you, its great having everything you need for a day of diving (2 dives) in a 28 
cubic feet tank! Two tanks if you want a weekend! Other than the weight being 
less, the units are quiet, because of reduced bubbles. Your bottom time is extended 
(efficient use of gas) when you use a multi level profile, plus the air is warm and 
moist so you stay warmer, all benefits of nitrox. (Remember you can not use air in a 
rebreather ,21 % 0 2 and 79%N2 ). 



I believe the rebreather is coming of age in the year 2000.(It took only 100 years!!) 
I think you will see more and more of them in the near future. The store has now 
three units available for training and use, so if you are interested in them, just come 
in and ask about training. Its now affordable for anyone. The units themselves have 
been reduced to only three moving parts and minimum electronics. To take the 
course you have to be a certified diver with not less than 20 logged dives. The 
course is only 5 hours long. so it is not all that taxing on the gray matter. Anyone 
with the desire can be a rebreather diver. The same boring dives will take on a 
whole new dimension. Diving with a rebreather is a whole new world. 

Stay wet 
Stay active 
Stay current 

Steve Simpson - Instructor 

. Extended bottom time, eh! 
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76th Issue December 2l, 1964 

THE SATURATION CONCEPI' OF DIVING 

By Peter Macfarlane 

You only have to look at your diving tables to see the problem. The 
deeper you go and the longer you stay, the longer you mc:.st decora
pres s. After a dive of 200 feet, a worki..rig diver has to spend more 
time in a decompression chamber, or at decompression stops, than he 
did on the job. If he spends half an hour around 200 feet, he has 
to spend more than an hour decompressing. Double that time below 
requires more than three hours of decompression. 

Believe me, Jin not advocating decompressicn dives for us sports 
divers. I 'Im just defining the "depth barriern as it currently 
exists for all those who would like to spend more time at more depth. 

The significant fact that is now emerging from the various 11man
in-sea" projects conducted these past two summers is that this ratio 
of depth-time to decompression time doesn'lt continue indefinitely. 
After a certain time of exposure at any particular depth} the tissues 
of the human body absorb as much gas as they can hold. They become 
saturated and further exposure causes no further increases in the 
amount of gas dissolved in blood and tissue. From this time on, no 
further increase in decompression time is needed, no matter how long 
the diver remains below. 

Therefore, after a diver'ls tissues are saturated (with either 
nitrogen or helium, depending on what mixture is being used) he can 
continue to do useful work for lengthy periods vrithout having to 
spend additional hours in the decompression ch&~ber. The amount of 
"work timen increases compared to "decompression time. 11 Propor
tionately, much more time is spent in performing useful work. 

At 200 feet a diver'ls tissues do not become saturated until after 
approximately twenty-four hours. This period of time necessitates 
some sort of living accorrn:lodations at the bottom. On the recent 
projects during the past two years some sort of modifice.tion of 
the ancient "diving bell" has been used, often highly sophisticated 
including all the comforts of home: TV, telephone and nail service. 

There has been the "Conshelf Project" of Cousteau'ls car:::'ied out a 
year ago last sutuner in the Red Sea. Aiso, :Edwin Link 1s 11Han in the 
Sea" project of last June with John Lindbergh and Robert Stenuit 
living at 430 feet for 49 hours. 

continued • • • • • 



THE SATURATION CONCEPT OF DIVJN~, continues 

But perhaps the l;. S. Navy 9 s Sealab experiment conducted this 
summer near Bermuda comes closest to typifying ~~at ~igi1t be the 
future for the sportsdiver with a long weekend on his hands. The 
divers saturated themselves in an atmosphere consisting of 4% 
oxygen, 17% nitrogen, 79% l(.elitun, under a pressure of 86 pounds 
per square inch, equal to the pressure of the water at their depth 
of 192 feet. A total of fifty-six hours of decompression was 
needed to bring the divers back to the surface. But, once saturated 
they could stay dovm, live and work for a day, a week or a month; 
it made no difference to the compression time. 

It works. It's a brand new technique but it has proven to work. 
IYll bet that within five years it will become practice for diving 
clubs to have summer quarters for its members at some corafortable 
depth, say 100 feet, in Georgian Bay. 

How about it? 

I LOVE CJIVING 

FUN 
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CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 
2000 DIVE SCHEDULE 

May, 27, 28 Checkout weekend Skeleton Lake. Wilson's lodge (bring two tanks) 
Fri. & Sat. night accommodation. Sat. & Sun. continental breakfast included. 
Sat. night barbecue dinner included. Bring lunch for two days. 
Dive Co-ordinator: Leonard Teuma-Castelletti,. Cost $95. 

June2.t Dive Georgian Bay on the Argonaut diver at Cedar Point. Air on board 
Steak barbecue after dive, included. Excellent dive for new certified divers. 
Wrecks: the Marquette, the Michigan, Mapledawn and more. Spots for 16 divers. 
Dive Co-ordinator:.David Wong Cost $65 Five spots for non-divers, $25 each. 

July 8& 9 Dive Tobermory the whole day on Saturday and on Sunday will dive The 
Sweepstakes, the City of Grand Rapids and The Wetmore we will be back by one 
p.m. Two tanks. Camping at Tobermory Village campground or arrange your own 
accommodation. Barbecue Saturday night at Art Amos' place. Art is providing the 
food for the barbecue. B.Y.O.B 
Dive Co-ordinator: Art deWaard, Cost$ 80 for dives (twodays) 

July 22 &23 Dive Kingston two days. 10 divers maximum. Two dives per day plus one possible 
night dive. Dive wrecks like the Woillslander, George A. March & Comet. 
B.B at the Museum Ship Alexander Henry. Call 
Bring two tanks. Dive Co-ordinator: ???? Cost$ 65/day. Saturday dive start at 12 
am only one night accommodation is needed. 

Aug 12 Kirkfield Quarry, located close to Fenelon Falls, is an excellent one-day 
dive. When the quarry filled, much equipment was left behind. 
Carol & Bill Hughes have invited the club for a B.B.Q at their house after the dive. 
Follow Hwy #48 to signs for Kirkfield lift lock. Meet at Lock' s Nest Restaurant at 
9.30 am. BBQ will be at Carol & Bill' s. Bring your family! The non-divers are 
welcome to wait for our return at Bill & Carol' s house. Cost $5. How can you beat 
that price? A nice day trip. And remember last year!!! 

Aug 26 & 27 One day diving in Brockville and one day in Rockport. Canada's warmest dive 
destination. Many wrecks. Keystom & American Great lunch included on dive boat. 
1 O divers maximum. The captain told us that we will be diving at some new 
discovered wrecks. Cost $65/day 
Hotel & camping available. Bring two tanks. Dive co-ordinator: Alf Hepplestone 

Sept 16 & 17 There are three choices Sarnia I Lake Huron, Lake Erie or an one dive on Lake 
Muskoka at the Waiome. Let the dive committee know where you would like to dive 
we need to know by July 1 

Dates and cost in bold are final. 



Tips to keep your equipment in tip-top condition over the winter 
An interview with Leonard Teuma-Castelletti, CSAC dive master and chief instructor. 

By our roving reporter LISA SHERIN 

Q. What is the most important thing a diver should do over the winter to 
maintain his/her equipment. 

A. You should have your regulator inspected by a dive shop prior to the new season, 
(manufacturer recommends yearly inspection, and this is usually required to be done within 30 
days of purchase date for warranty reasons). 
Your tank should be stored with at least 200psi of "good" air in it over the 
winter, this is a minimum - more will not hurt as long as it is good air --
i.e . dry. Tanks require yearly VIP this is usually done in the spring prior to the 
season start. You also need to verify that hydro is still valid, a hydro is good 
for 5 years. 
Something new we at L TC Scuba are offering for aluminum tanks is "visual plus". This is a 
"machine" inspection of the thread area, which will pick up neck cracks. It is said to be better 
than human visual inspection. L TC Scuba' s recommendation is that this is a good test for older 
tanks (10 years plus) and should be done at time of hydro testing. 

Q. What about the BC (buoyancy compensator)? 

A. This is also a good time to check the operation of the BC power inflator. If you have any 
questions or concerns take it into the shop for servicing. 
The BC should be cleaned inside & outside. L TC SCUBA has a commercial 
solution that works very well especially on the interior, cleaning not only 
"dirt" but neutralizing chlorine, and bacteria. It can also be used on exterior. If not using a 
commercial product, be sure to only use mild 
detergents such as liquid dishwashing soap. 

Q. What about the wetsuit, should any extra care be taken? 

A. This is a good opportunity to check for nicks and tears and do some repair work. Also, clean 
your suit thoroughly and hang it up, don't store it in an unventilated area, 
All equipment should be stored in an area that is not hot and away from sources of ozone that 
would deteriorate rubber components, such as furnaces and electric motors. 
All equipment should be inspected just prior to the first dive of the season 
regardless of what you have done with it during the winter months. 

Q. What can a diver do to stay in shape over the winter if not going down south? 

A. Why not come to the pool, test your equipment there, do some laps. Also, this is a good time 
to see if it's time for any new equipment - i.e. buying the BC or mask you've always wanted and 
using it in the pool so you're comfortable with it and ready for the dive season. 



Diving in Turkiye 
Part one 

Soon many of you will be returning from your winter vacations and diving adventures in 
the Caribbean and other exotic locations and I am sure you will be documenting these 
wonderful adventures for inclusion in Waterlog for the benefit of all club members. Well 
before that happens I want to deliver to you as promised a synopsis of my European 
holiday and diving adventures in Turkiye in the late summer of '99. 
Actually it all started in the summer of '98 while I was on a motorcycle trip to Damascus 
in Syria. My journey had taken me throughout Europe and North Africa and I had visited 
many exotic locations en route . At one particular stop I found myself camping on the 
southern Mediterranean coast of Turkiye in the quaint little village of Kas (pronounced 
cash). While sitting at a quayside restaurant one evening watching the sun drop below the 
horizon I observed the local dive boats returning to harbour. Shortly afterwards the divers 
from the various boats walked past the restaurant on their way to their respective hotels 
carrying their dive equipment and telling each other of the day's adventures. I had not 
been diving since I was in my twenties when I had visited my brother in Malta where he 
was teaching at the University of Valletta. He was a keen scuba diver and member of the 
British Sub Aqua Club and I was at a loose end on holiday and so he had took me diving. 
As I think back now I guess I thought that I was at the bottom of the sea, however 
knowing my brother I was probably in the shallowest sheltered bay he could find . 
Nevertheless I was amazed at this other world I had been introduced to and although 
other distractions like university, motorcycles and family came along I guess I never 
really lost the urge to delve deeper into the sport. (Pardon the pun) 
Here in Kas was my golden opportunity to return to this fascinating world and I was 
determined to take it. That evening after supper I cruised very slowly down the quay to 
check out the boats and to see what was on offer. My first thought was would they be 
able to speak English, after all their billboards were in German and I wondered why. 
Well there was no need to worry because most of the dive crew member' s spoke a second 
or third European language. It appears that many countries in Europe take their holidays 
at regular times each year and often visit the same area over and over again (I was there 
during a peak German holiday season). Here the tourist trade is ready for these travelers 
with menus written in most languages as well as prices written in shop windows in the 
language of the day. Every dive boat boasted certification classes in well known 
organisations such as PADI, NAUI, SSI etc., and each of them wanted me to sign on for a 
week long course for open water diver certification at a cost of $250 US . The alternative 
was to go on a regular dive trip and at the end of the day to be given the opportunity to 
try scuba at a cost of $50 US for 15 to 30 minutes. My heart sank at the prices I had been 
quoted. Being a budget minded traveler and still not having reached my destination I had 
to make the very painful decision to forgo scuba diving for the moment. I had earlier in 
the trip squandered $100 US on a tandem paraglide jump from the top of Babadag 
mountain, in the town of Fethiye nevertheless the spark had been rekindled and I was 
determined to follow up later in the trip or on my return to Canada. 

It was while I was driving down Bayview A venue on my way to do the grocery shopping 
in December of the same year that the opportunity to dive presented itself again when I 



saw the sign advertising SCUBA at the Thornlea pool. I guess that same sign hung 
outside the Thornlea pool twice every year for the last decade but I never saw it; this time 
fate played a part and I did see the sign and the rest is history. I am a great believer in fate 
and if you have traveled the world on a motorcycle as I have done and so far have had 
very few mishaps you would also believe. 

On August 14th 1999 armed with my open water certification in the ACUC and P ADI 
plus 16 dives in my log book and a wad of internet information on Turkish dive outfitters 
I set off once more on a trip across Europe. My sole intent on this trip was to upgrade my 
ticket to advanced and then to do some serious diving in the Mediterranean. My 
motorcycle and I both arrived in Birmingham, England on the same plane and within one 
hour had cleared customs and were heading north for my brother's house in Yorkshire . 
That evening I sat with his family into the small hours talking over the past year and of 
things to come within the next few weeks. The following day was a working day for my 
brother's family and when I awoke the house was empty. I was to lock the house behind 
me when I left for the ride to Dover and the ferry to Calais. First though I decided to eat 
breakfast and watch the morning news and it was here that I found to my horror the first 
roadblock to my trip east. There had apparently been a devastating earthquake in Turkiye 
on a fault line between Istanbul and Pergamon in the south and tens of thousands were 
feared dead. Later the world would learn that the total loss oflife was 35,000. I had 
intended to cross the Bosporous Bridge into Istanbul to visit some former students of 
mine and then to journey on to Ankara to see more old friends . Now my main concern 
was whether any of my friends had suffered in this latest earthquake but there was no 
way of knowing as all the telephone lines were down. There was only one thing to do and 
that was to begin my journey and gather what information I could en route. I now had 
every intention of crossing the border form Greece (or Yunanistan as the Turks call it) 
into Turkiye in 3 to 3 1/2 days time. As the kilometers and the hours went by I was able 
to establish contact with one of my colleagues who is a trained psychologist. She 
informed me that she would be in the thick of things as the government was dispatching 
her to help out with the trauma patients in the devastated area. From here she would be in 
a better position to help out and to gather information for me. When possible she would 
leave information at my e-mail address and later she asked me to stay away from the 
quake zone in light of the amount of devastation she found there. So crossing the border 
at Ipsala on the 17th I turned south for Galopoli and the ferry crossing of the Sea of 
Marmara to the town of Cannakale. From here it was down the arduous coast road to 
Fethiye where I would take my P ADI advanced with Divers Delight, Phone # 
90.252 .616.76.36. My instructor' s name was Roland Johnson and you can ' t get any more 
Turkish than that, can you? I'm just joking of course; it turns out that Roland was an 
Englishman who had worked for years as a cinema projectionist and had suddenly 
decided to drop out of the rat race and support himself by using his hobby skill of diving. 
He told me he would work all summer in Turkiye and then follow the sun and the dive 
locations, probably ending up in the Caribbean for the winter and spring. The cost of the 
course was 88,000,000 Turkish Lire, which converts to $308 Canadian. I was kept pretty 
busy with the course and the study material and during the special dives required for 
certification there was just Roland and myself I would love to tell you all that happened 
during the course but I have taken so long to get you to this point and I have so much 



more to tell you about the rest of the trip (if our bulletin editor will permit me) . I will 
however include for you a couple of brief extracts from my travel logbook. 
Saturday 281

h August '99 
I have not written for a few days because I have been so busy with the course. Up at 
06:30Hrs, on the road by 07:30hrs and at the boat by 08:30hrs then reading the study 
guide and doing the exercises every other moment. The diving course and teacher have 
been excellent and some of the underwater geography and sce11e1y hai·e been out of this 
11 ·orld. Barracuda Reef and Wall stick out in my mind as being phenomenal. Tonight ar 
19:30hrs I will take myfirst night dive to finish my Advanced Open Water diver's 
cert{ficate. ! have yet to see if it >1-·ill rival being at 33metres m1 the wall. Incidentally 
Roland the boat captain and myse(fwere the only people 011 the night dive and [f that is 
11otfirs1 class value for money! don't knm1 · what is. 
Sunday 291

h August '99 
Hello Logbook, today something a little different, today I write to you as an Admnced 
Open Water Diver and a pretty excited one at that. A lthough for drama the night dive did 
not compare with diving the vertical 'rvall it did have its own uniqueness. During the 
course of the night dive the signal 11·as given to extinguish the lights, Roland and I were 
in total darA11ess at 15 metres. Roland then started to flail his arms around like a 
ll'indmill and s11dden~y we were bathed in light as tiny microscopic organisms similar ro 
fireflies started to give off light in short beautiful bursts. We both swam hack to the bom 
using only our movement through the water and the light generated by rhis to il/11minl7lc' 
the wcry. Students take note: It was a wonde1f11I experience and a wonde1f11I course and is 
high~y recommended. Take it in Turkiye in summer rather than Skeleton Lake anytime of 
year. Ha Hal 
Now I hm1e the pleasure of mailing off to England my PAD! paper work supplied by 
Roland but in light ~f the turmoil the co11nt1y is still in I will get a feller qf authority.from 
Divers Delight for the next leg of my journey and will mail the paper work when I arril'I! 
back in England. 







FOR SALE 

NIKONOS V U/W CAMERA 

LENS - 35MM 

-28MM 
STROBE - IKELITE MV 

SLAVE - BKELITE MS 

SPOTTO!NlG LIGHT 

ALUMU ~HUM CASE 

ALL REQUIRED FITTINGS 

PRICE - $1,200 

CALL CHAR.LIE CREAMER -
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CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 
2000 DIVE SCHEDULE 

May, 27, 28 Checkout weekend Skeleton Lake. Wilson's lodge (bring two tanks) 
Fri. & Sat. night accommodation. Sat. & Sun. continental breakfast included. 
Sat. night barbecue dinner included. Bring lunch for two days. 
Dive Co-ordinator: Leonard Teuma-Castelletti,. Cost $95. 

June24 Dive Georgian Bay on the Argonaut diver at Cedar Point. Air on board 
Steak barbecue after dive, included. Excellent dive for new certified divers. 
Wrecks: the Marquette, the Michigan, Mapledawn and more. Spots for 16 divers. 
Dive Co-ordinator: David Wong Cost $65 Five spots for non-divers, $25 each. 

July 8 & 9 Dive Tobermory on the Lark the whole day on Saturday, and on Sunday we will dive 
on The Sweepstakes, the City of Grand Rapids and The Wetmore we will be back by 
1 p.m. Two tanks. Camping at Tobermory Village campground or arrange your own 
accommodation. Barbecue Saturday night at Art Amos' place. Art is providing the 
food for the barbecue. B. Y. 0 .B. 14 divers max Cascade system on board 
Dive Co-ordinator: Art deWaard Cost$ 80 for dives (two days) 

July 22 & 23 Dive Kingston two days. 10 divers maximum. Two dives per day plus one possible 
night dive. Dive wrecks like the Wolflslander, George A. March & Comet. 
B.B at the Museum Ship Alexander Henry. Call 
Bring two tanks. Dive Co-ordinator: ???? Cost$ 65/day. Saturday dive start at 12 
am, only one night accommodation is needed. 

Aug 12 Kirkfield Quarry, located close to Fenelon Falls, is an excellent one-day 
dive. When the quarry filled, much equipment was left behind. 
Carol & Bill Hughes have invited the club for a B.B.Q at their house after the dive. 
Follow Hwy #48 to signs for Kirkfield lift lock. Meet at Lock' s Nest Restaurant at 
9.30 am. BBQ will be at Carol & Bill's. Bring your family! The non-divers are 
welcome to wait for our return at Bill & Carol's house. Cost $5. How can you beat 
that price? A nice day trip. And remember last year!!! 

Aug 26 & 27 One day diving in Brockville and one day in Rockport. Canada's warmest dive 
destination. Many wrecks. Keystom & American Great lunch included on dive boat. 
10 divers maximum. The captain told us that we will be diving at some new 
discovered wrecks. Cost $65/day 
Hotel & camping available. Bring two tanks. Dive co-ordinator: Alf Hepplestone 

Sept 16 & 17 There are three choices Sarnia I Lake Huron, Lake Erie or an one day dive at Lake 
Muskoka at the Waiome. Let the dive committee know where you would like to dive 
we need to know by July 1 

Dates and cost in bold are final. 



Important Notice!!! 

Wilson's Lodge - Skeleton Lake 
Our First Dive of the Season 
Students & Members Invited 
Friday May 26 to Sunday May 28th 

This is a great opportunity for club members to "tune up"for the dive 
season! We can also use your skills in helping the new students get off to a 
good start. You will need full dive gear plus refer to the list of additional 
items, included in this waterlog. You will need two tanks. 

Weekend Agenda 
Arrive Friday night, (dinner on your own, most people eat on the way up) 
Friday 9pm short briefing, which will give exact start times for Saturday 
Saturday 9am? Gear up for first dive & second dives, (after included 
continental brealfast) 
Saturday I 2noon lunch on your own followed by third dive of the day for 
students. 
Saturday afternoon DIVE FOR CERTIFIED CLUB MEMEBERS ONLY 

- LOCATION "DEVIL'S FACE" 
Saturday evening dinner (barbecue included in weekend fees) 
Saturday 9pm short dive briefing & opportunity to fill out log books 
Sunday morning included continental brealfastfollowed by first dive of the 
day, lunch on your own, then the final dive of the weekend! 

Students should contact Leonard LTC SCUBA (905) 660-6359 for rental 
equipment. You will need to come into the shop between April 25th to 
May 5th please set an appointment. Cost $65. 00 

All persons attending should notify Leonard immediately to reserve your 
accommodations, we must give the final numbers to the lodge ASAP. Thank 
you. 



Wilson's Lodge - Skeleton Lake Open Water Weekend Check List 

The dates are Friday evening of May 26 to Sunday May 31- following are a few things that everyone will 
need to bring in addition to the "regular things" you would normally: 

• Bedding (beds are supplied, but the coverings are not) along with your favorite pillow for a 
good night's sleep (pillows are available but you still need a pillowcase). 

• Two lunches (for Saturday and Sunday lunch brea~) a small cooler is a good idea, 
although the cabins all have fridges and stoves. Saturday's dinner is provided along with 
breakfast on Saturday and Sunday. Note no restaurants available in the area. 

• Bug repellent (baseball bats would not be considered overkill with these Muskoka grown 
carnivorous insects) . 

• Ear plugs because your roommate (who has sworn that he/she doesn't snore) really does. 
• Dive gear (yes we have had people actually forget their dive gear, but we won't mention any 

names remember mask, fins and snorkel). 
• Map to Skeleton Lake. 

• Several changes of clothes (unless you don't want to use bug repellent, just your "natural" 
odeur). 

• Something to keep you amused in the evenings, when you have some free time and feel 
particularly anti-social. 

• Extra towels (For when your first one does NOT dry in time) 

• Camera (to capture those truly amazing moments when Brian, Steve and Leonard are actually 
wet and in the water) 

• Something to drink (recreational and other liquids) .. . yes you get very thirsty sucking dry air 
from a tank all day, water at Wilson's Lodge is drinkable but most people bring along bottled. 

• Other personal items - toothpaste, toothbrush, deodorant (see clothes above), personal 
medication, soap, shampoo etc. (yes hot water showers are available, and we do want you 
smelling your Sunday best) 

(List compiled with the assistance of Brian K.) 

SPECIAL STUDENT ALERT! 

We will be holding a pool review night Monday May 1st 

at 8:30pm. 

This is prior to your open water weekend. The primary aim 
is to "refresh" the memory of the fall class but all students 
are welcome. 

However you must advise Leonard (905) 660-6359 if you 
plan to attend prior to April 25th otherwise we will not 
have SCUBA equipment available for your use! 



CEDER POINT DIVE 

The clubs first real dive of the season is June 24th on the 
Argonaut Diver out of Cedar Point on Georgian Bay. This dive is an 
excellent opportunity for our newly certified divers from Skeleton Lake to 
get their first experience on some easy to view comfortable wrecks. · 
Our more experienced divers will also like to use these dives to renew their 
Skills from previous years and test their equipment before they go on to 
Deeper dives later in the season. This will be a fun filled day, on a large 
comfortable boat with a barbecue shore dinner at the end of the day. The 
three main wrecks that we dive on are the Mapledawn [steel ship - depth 
3 0 feet], the Michigan [steel ship -depth 15 feet] and the Marquette 
[wooden ship - depth 30 feet]. The Argonaut Diver can accomodate 16 
divers and 5 non- divers. Cost is $65. and $25 . Please contact Dave Wong 
by phone or any of the club executives at the pool on 
Monday nights to reserve and pay your fees. 

PUB NIGHT 

Yes, the dive season will be starting next month and this may be the last PUB NIGHT until 
the fall season because of the busy dive schedule this year. Its a good time to meet new 
members and talk together before you plunge yourself into those refreshing waters at Skeleton 

Lake. 

We're trying a new place this time -· The Bluestone Bistro, We also plan to raffle off a bottle 

of wine, or two . 

VENUE: 

DATE: 

LOCATION: 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

The Bluestone Bistro 

Thursday, April 27, '.WOO, 7:30 p .m. 

Tucked in the corner of a small plaza on the south 
side of Highway 7 just before you enter Unionville 
from the west - opposite Union Villa Retirement 
Home. (The Shoppes of Unionville) 

4261 Highway 7 East (Royal Bank on the corner) 

(905) 475-6999 

Colin 



DIVE VACATION 2000 

At 4:00 a.m. on a cold January morning, The Dargs set out for the Airport and the start of 
their annual trek to warmer climes. 

This year the chosen destination was San Andres Island which belongs to Columbia and is 
situated 480 km. north of the South American Coast. Having only booked 10 days prior to 
departure, the choice was verv limited, but the travel agent was quite sure a 4-Star Hotel , all 
inclusive, with a dive shop right there, would suit us very well. She was right! 

The hotel was quite different, consisting of 15 pods built out in the water with each pod being 
three stories high with 5 rooms on each level. Almost every room had a sea view with a nice 
balcony, very nice bathroom/powder room and furnished quite comfortably . What is more 
important, it was sparkling clean and everything worked. 

Having arrived just before lunch, the first thing on the agenda was indeed lunch, then an 
orientation meeting was held at which one of the speakers was the Dive Shop operator. Right 
after the meeting, Colin signed up for 6 two tank dives over three days - one deep dive and 
one shallow dive in a different area, scheduled to start the next morning. We learned that 
there were about 20 dive sites around the island, with varying depths from 10 to 100 ft. with 
visibility from 30 to 100 ft. There are three types of dive sites : walls of seaweed and minor 
coral reefs, large groups of different types of coral , and underwater plateau with much marine 
life - lots of rays. Colin was very keen to get going. 

The temperature on the Island was very pleasant as there was al ways a breeze to keep things 
cool and there were no bugs. However, the wind made it a bit choppy when you got out to 
sea. Nevertheless, Colin had a great time. He felt the dives were among the best he had ever 
done. Lots of interesting fish and beautiful coral. Also, the price was right. $95.00 U.S . for 
the package of six dives, as long as you paid in cash and brought your own equipment. 
However, rental equipment was readily available for $125 .00 U.S . for the same package of 
dives. 

The hotel had a small private beach which was very nice, and a 15 minute walk took you to 
the beautiful , white sand, public beach. The hotel had 4 very nice restaurants, 2 buffet and 2 
A La Carte. The food was very good and plentiful and alcoholic beverages were also 
included. 

For non-divers there was a semi-submarine called The Nautilus II, which was really a great 
experience as it stopped at one of the regular dive spots and enabled the non-diver to glimpse 
the wonders of the deep they normally wouldn't have seen, even snorkeling. 

San Andres is a rather flat island, 13 kms. long and about 4 kms. wide, with the highest point 
100 metres and lush tropical vegetation, but not a lot of architectural wonders to be visited. 



,_ 2 -

A tour round the island took about 4 hours and included a visit to Captain Morgan's Cave, a 
natural aquarium with lots of fish to view, a small inland lake with about 100 crocodiles in it , 
and a natural blow hole where, when the tide is right, a water spout shoots out - supposed to 
be quite spectacular. It also included a visit to the First Baptist Church - it seems the Baptist 
Missionaries were there before the Spanish - and a visit to a wonderful lookout point where 
you got a wonderful view of the countryside and the town of San Andres. The tour guide 
gave a running commentary of all the points of interest as we went along and his English was 
excellent. We found that most of the Colombians spoke very good English so language was 
not a problem. 

There were lots of activities to participate in during the day if you wanted to be energetic and 
also sail boats, kayaks and even a catamaran to use, at no cost, if you wanted to be a little 
more adventurous . The swimming pool was nice, but the sea was warmer and one of the 
popular areas was just off the pier where the -water was about 3 ft. deep and crystal clear. In 
the evening also, there was plenty to do and after dinner a very popular gathering spot was 
out on the pier where a live band played island music, drinks were plentiful and you could 
even do a little dancing if the mood took you. At l 0: 00 p.m. every evening there was a live 
show in the hotel or if you craved more excitement, you could take the shuttle bus over to a 
sister hotel where there was a casino, and try your luck. 

Considering the island belongs to Columbia, it seemed very safe and crime is not a problem 
there. The people seem very happy and although you can see there is poverty there, it is not 
as evident as on some of the other islands. All in all it was a very interesting place to visit 
and was a great holiday for both the diver and the non-diver, with lots to do, good dive sites, 
good food and what is just as important, nice people to make the holiday a memorable one. 

Because of the very reasonable package diving ($95 .00 U.S .) and the reasonable cost of a 
week at the Aquarium Hotel, I think this would be a good place for a Canadian Sub Aqua 
Club organized diving holiday . 

COLIN 



Dive boat leaving for the day. 

Yours truly feeding the fish . 



View from shore showing various water 
sports available at no extra cost. 

Dive boat getting ready to leave the dock 
with the Pods in the background. 
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CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 
2000 DIVE SCHEDULE 

May, 27, 28 Checkout weekend Skeleton Lake. Wilson's lodge (bring two tanks) 
Fri. & Sat. night accommodation. Sat. & Sun. continental breakfast included. 
Sat. night barbecue dinner included. Bring lunch for two days. 
Dive Co-ordinator: Leonard Teuma-Castelletti,. Cost $95. 

June24 Dive Georgian Bay on the Argonaut diver at Cedar Point. Air on board 
Steak barbecue after dive, included. Excellent dive for new certified divers. 
Wrecks: the Marquette, the Michigan, Mapledawn and more. Spots for 16 divers. 
Dive Co-ordinator: David Wong Cost $65 Five spots for non-divers, $25 each. 

July 8 & 9 Dive Tobermory on the Lark the whole day on Saturday, and on Sunday we will dive 
on The Sweepstakes, the City of Grand Rapids and The Wetmore we will be back by 
1 p.m. Two tanks. Camping at Tobermory Village campground or arrange your own 
accommodation. Barbecue Saturday night at Art Amos' place. Art is providing the 
food for the barbecue. B.Y.O.B. 14 divers max Cascade system on board 
Dive Co-ordinator: Art deWaard Cost$ 80 for dives (two days) 

July 22 & 23 Dive Kingston two days. 10 divers maximum. Two dives per day plus one possible 
night dive. Dive wrecks like the Wolflslander, George A. March & Comet. 
B.B at the Museum Ship Alexander Henry. Call 
Bring two tanks. Dive Co-ordinator: ???? Cost$ 65/day. Saturday dive start at 12 
am, only one night accommodation is needed. 

Aug 12 Kirkfield Quarry, located close to Fenelon Falls, is an excellent one-day 
dive. When the quarry filled, much equipment was left behind. 
Carol & Bill Hughes have invited the club for a B.B.Q at their house after the dive. 
Follow Hwy #48 to signs for Kirkfield lift lock. Meet at Lock's Nest Restaurant at 
9.30 am. BBQ will be at Carol & Bill's. Bring your family! The non-divers are 
welcome to wait for our return at Bill & Carol's house. Cost $5. How can you beat 
that price? A nice day trip. And remember last year!!! 

Aug 26 & 27 One day diving in Brockville and one day in Rockport. Canada's warmest dive 
destination. Many wrecks. Keystom & American Great lunch included on dive boat. 
10 divers maximum. The captain to Id us that we will be diving at some new 
discovered wrecks. Cost $65/day 
Hotel & camping available. Bring two tanks. Dive co-ordinator: Alf Hepplestone 

a ~r~ Col~01..._ ·.!9<Jf?./~ 
Sept 16 & 17 There are three choices Sarnia I Lake Huron, or an one day dive at Lake 

Muskoka at the Waiome. Let the dive committe here you would like to dive 
we need to know by July 1 

Dates and cost in bold are final. 



Messages and Events 

Where: At Art & Lukie de Waard 

Cost: $12.00 I Adults $5.00 for Kids 
When: June 3, 2000 

Time: 6 P 
Event Co-ordinator: Colin Darg 

The club is holding its annual barbecue and avvards night. The menu 
includes ste-ak, baked potatoes, salad and wine for dinner. 
Soft drinks, coffee and some great deserts for after dinner. 
For after dinner drinks BYOB 

• Bring your friend spouse partner or kids. 
• Hamburgers are available for the kids. 
• Vegetarian hamburgers will be available. 
• This is a fun event so plan on attending. 

Please bring lawn chairs 
If you play a musical instrument please bring it 

Directions: . Go east on the 16th Avenue at HWY 48. 
We are the forth house on the north side past the high school. 

There may be a possibility King Neptune will honour us with his 
presence. 

Colin is looking for volunteers to bring and prepare some of the food, 
please give him a call. 

Art De Waard 



Nitrox: TO TECH OR NOT TO TECH 

There are some real misconceptions about Nitrox out there. 
Here are some of them! 

1. Nitrox is only for deep diving 
2. Nitrox is dangerous, more so than air. 
3. It's too complicated for the average diver 
4. Nitrox is too new, only the tech diver needs it. 

Most , if not all , are just promoted by ignorance and lack of training. 
Lets look at these so called problems one by one. 
Nitrox is only for deep diving. Most "Nitrox divers" use Nitrox for safety and dive 
in less than 130 Fsw. When you use, lets say 36% Nitrox to 60 feet, the NDH is 
115 min. (PADI). The same dive on air is 55 min. (PADI). So if you would dive the 
36% mixture to air, look at the safety you have build in! 
You will probably not have enough gas to get into decompression diving. 
(As we all know avoid, unless trained to do so). 
The course is approx. 4 hours long and you only need to learn two math 
formulas. So the idea of having to be a 19 year old navy seal type to do this it is not 
applicable. The first Nitrox dive happened in 1879, using a Fluess Rebreather! 
So much for new. As we all get older, our bodies change matabolism. 
Changes, we know that preconditions for DCS. (Decompression sickness). 
Age, health, previous injury, dehydration and previous DCS problems all 
contribute to the onslaught ofDCS, so why push the tables? 
You can do the same dives on enriched air (Nitrox) using the tables you feel com
fortable with and build in a significant safety factor above the tables. 
This is not to say other complications could not be a factor.(02 toxicity), but if you 
are dive the way you are trained, follow the tables, your exposure to DCS will be 
minimized to a point as not to be a concideration. 

Recently I spoke to a well known diver (name shall remain anonymous) who had 
many bouts ofDCS over his 40+ years of diving and is now extremely 
susceptible to DCS. He though his diving career was over. Since he has started div
ing with Eawx (5 years ago), he has had not had any ill effects ofDCS. 
Obviously other factors are at work here, but he attributes his good fortune to 
Eanx and Equipment conciderations. 



Well here goes, some dive shops and manufactures will not like what I have to say" 
Using less than 40% Q2 in your mixture, all that has to be done is your tank has to 
be 0 2 purified ( cleaned and Viton o-rings installed). 
All those fancy green and yellow Nitrox Regs are not needed,-your old Regulator 
will be just fine , thank you very much. So the cost to convert to Eanx is not to bad. 
The last thing I like to say is that the most common mixtures are 32% 
(good for 115 Fsw) and 36o/o (good for 100 Fsw). These numbers are based on 
P ADI tables, keeping the partial pressure of oxygen at less than 1.45 ATA. 
So if your interested check out your nearest Qualified Nitrox instructor or store and 
ask some questions. 

Stay active 
Stay current 
Stay wet 

Steve Simpson - Instructor 

NOTE : The next Excutive meeting is May 10, 2000 -
8.00p.m. 

Hosts will be Colin and Trudy Darg 



Diving in Turkiye 
Part Two 

30th of August '99 and time to move on to Kas 
I arrived in Kas on the same day and immediately checked out the various dive boats, of 
which there are about 10. I chose Aquanaut Diver, Phone #90.242.8363062 because they 
had a large modem metal boat with dining facilities on the deck and a sun lounge area on 
the top deck. They also had a recompression chamber right on the deck. Later I learned 
that the nearest other one was in Izmir 1,000 kms away and all the other local dive boats 
in the area would use emergency radio to contact Aquanaut for their facilities if needed. 
The diving was to cost me 100,000,000 TL or $350 CND for 12 dives and that is 
equivalent to $29 per dive including a cooked lunch. The diving did not have to take 
place on consecutive days, so long as the cook was notified how many divers were on 
board, dives could be scheduled on any day. All other dive boats in Kas return at lunch 
time after the first dive for you to make your own lunch arrangements and then set off for 
the next dive site. Needless to say we were always the first boat at any dive site. Every 
piece of equipment from mask, snorkel and fins to complete wet suit including boots and 
hood, regulator, tanks and weight belts were included in the price and although some of 
the local people brought much of their own equipment I am not sure if they received a 
price break. I forgot to mention this earlier but the same arrangement re: all necessary 
equipment was in effect at Divers Delight, Fethiye but their equipment was in tatters, 
perhaps because it was end of season. The equipment at Aquanaut however was in tiptop 
condition as were all of their on board facilities. 
Let me give you another page from my log to give you my on the spot reaction. 
Tuesday J51 of September '99 
Aquanaut Divers - remember that name, the equipment, the boat, the food, the crew etc. , 
are all second to none. The ocean floor at Neptune 's reef is simply covered with amphora 
and the sea is teeming with fish. My dive buddy for the day was an Open Water Diver and 
I felt good keeping an eye on him. He must have been pretty relaxed with me also because 
his air consumption was 20 bar less than mine although his swimming was noticeably 
slower than the dive master and myself). There are two students on board taking their 
advanced and they have a female teacher named Deniz which is Turkish for sea. It is 
14:30hrs, we have had lunch and an hour in the sun/shade as we are moving to our next 
dive site. 
On the 3rd of September the young lady who was detailed to help out the trauma patients 
in the earthquake zone, was heading back to Istanbul to be married and as promised some 
months before I was to head in the same direction to be at the ceremony. Also there were 
many of the friends and colleagues whom we had managed to trace; apparently we had 
lost none of our close friends so we will have double cause for celebration tonight. 
Monday the 61

h of September saw them on their honeymoon and so they did not need me. 
That night I rode back to Kas wondering all the while if I should soon leave for Tunisia, 
the next place on my dive list or should I stay here in the country of the gods for just a 
little while longer and dive, dive, dive. Well it was so beautiful that I delayed my ride to 
Tunis for a little while longer and put in a few more dives. While I have been here I have 
seen some marvelous creatures in the sea and some wonderful artifacts left on the sea 



floor by previous civilizations. I have seen whole cities with their buildings intact, 
captured in a moment of time, as they have been entombed beneath the waves by some 
freak of nature or other. I have even seen an Italian WW2 bomber sitting intact on the sea 
floor in 50 meters of water but regretfully I have also seen some terrible things on the sea 
floor and these would include pop cans, beer bottles, newspapers and other remnants of 
today' s throw away society. I wondered ifl was doing the right thing when I picked these 
up and put them in the pocket of my BC for disposal topside later. While in a dive store 
in Sicily I saw a bird identification type poster showing the many types of amphora to be 
found on the sea floor in the area; hopefully in the centuries to come we will not give 
future civilizations the opportunity to print a chart to identify the type of things we 
disposed of in the ocean. Leave the bubbles by all means but don't leave your rubbish 
where it can end up on the lake or sea floor. 
Finally I want to close this article with the following; the Turkish coast guard who were 
stationed in Kas were on patrol along the coast between Turkiye and the Greek Islands 
when they came upon a boat that had hard hat divers down on the sea floor fishing with 
spears. This method of fishing is banned in Turkish waters and so the divers were 
arrested and the boat and its catch were taken in tow. What do you do with such a 
sizeable catch of fish? Well if you are Turkish you throw a quayside party for the whole 
town and so that is exactly what happened with the local hoteliers providing the portable 
barbecues for cooking and many of the local bars providing the drinks. 
Now who in their right mind would leave a haven like that for Toronto in winter? Don' t 
ask me but I will be back in the salt salt sea as soon as the funds will allow. Hope to see 
you there. If you want any further information on the trip you can contact me at 
alf([dcsnet.com or alf hepplestone'n · osc.on.ca 



COME, CHECK THIS OUT!!!! 

The Canadian Sub Aqua Club is organizing a day of family 
kayaking at Stoney Lake in the Kawarthas which is a 1 1 /2 
hour drive from Toronto. This event is for CSAC members 
and their family and friends. The cost is $89 and includes 
kayak instruction, all equipment needed for the day, kayak
ing on Stoney Lake and a barbecue lunch. The date will be 
Sat July 29th from lO:OOam until 4:00pm. There is a maxi
mum of 15 people for this event so book early'._ Advanced 
booking and full payment is required by April 30 so that 
reservations can be made. This looks to be a very interesting 
and fun filled day. Coordinator for this event is Dave Wong. 
Please contact fiim for any further information. 

DAN OXYGEN PROVIDER COURSE 
MONDAY MAY aTH 2000 

AT L TC SCUBA CENTRE 
7PM TO 10PM 

CONTACT LEONARD TO REGISTER (905) 660-6359 
OPEN TO ALL CLUB MEMBERS 

This a reminder to all neN divers going to Skeleton lake please make arraignments -with Leonaid if you 
need to rent equipment 

If you wait to long Leonard may not have your size if he has to order equipment it may be to late, so 
please phone him to let him know what you planning to do. 
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DIRECTIONS TO CEDAR POINT 
(loay Dive) 

From Toronto - Take HWY. 400- North of 
Barrie take HWY. 27 to ELMvALE~ About 
~ mile past Elmvaie . turn left to SIHCO 
road t6. Go through WYEVALE and 
PERKINSFIELD .- When you reach a stop 
sign with an ESSO atatiah on your 
right, turn ieft to LAFONTAINE. Pass 
Lafontaine,down a short. hill and turn 
right to a "T 11 in road and turn left . 
After a ~ mile take first right the n 
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DIRECTIONS TO SKELETON LAKE 

WILSON'S LODGE 
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Drive north on HWY.400 and continue on HWY. 11 at BARRIE. Past 
ORILLIA,GRAVENHURST and BRACEBRIDGE. Approximately 18 Km past 
BRACEBRIDGE , turn left on HWY. 141. Follow HWY.141 through ATTERSON 
and RAYMOND. 3Km past RAYMOND turn right on SKELETON LAKE ROAD # 2 
which will take you , after 2 Km , to WILSON'S LODGE. 

210 Km (130 Miles) from TORONTO. 
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Annual General Meeting coming up 
November 13, 2000 

See detail inside 

New Pub Night 
October 18,2000 

Lots of info for the next month 

Diving season 2000 

One more Macfarlane storey from 1964 ! 
( to fill some space ) 
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If you don't pay 
your dues, I'l l cut!!! 

Membership - $75.00 
Diver Magazine - $14.00 

0 
0 Q 

0 

YOUR DUES ARE DUE Ill 
(November I st, 2000) 

A reminder from your friendly 
Membership Director 

(Claude) 



Summer's over and with it, the end of our diving. Now that October is upon 
us, here are some of the things coming up: 

October 2: The pool is open again (8:30 to 9:30pm) and we have an intro 
night for the Fall training class 
October 9: Just got started and it's Thanksgiving, so no pool 
October 16: With sufficient numbers, this will be the start of the Fall 
training class 
October 18: Pub Night - Bluestone Bistro 4261 Highway 7 East (in the 
plaza The Shoppes of Unionville on the south side just as you enter 
Unionville from the west. phone (905) 475-6999) 
October 25: Executive meeting at Paul Hacker's new residence 
October 30: Membership fees are due. 
November 13: Election time! AGM at Thomlea Secondary School 

Notice of Canadian Sub Aqua Club Annual General Meeting 
Date: November 13, 2000 
Place: Thomlea Secondary School; signs will be posted indicating the 
classroom 
Time: 7:30pm to lO:OOpm 

Positions for re-election and description (per the club constitution): 

- Vice President; position currently held by Brian Magee 
The Vice-President shall, in the absence or disability of the President, 
exercise all powers vested in the President. He/she shall share the 
President's duties. (footnote: this VP's role, in addition,is to promote _ 
the club in the community). 

- Training Director; position currently held by Leonard Teuma-Castelletti 
The Training Director shall be in charge of all Club diving and training 
and he/she shall supervise the training of all members of the Club in 
diving techniques and all theoretical knowledge necessary for safe diving. 
He/she will be responsible to the Executive Committee. The Training 
Director shall, in the absence or disability of either the President or 
Vice-President, exercise all powers vested in them. 

- Safety Director: position currently held by David Wong 



The Safety Director shall supervise the safety practices of all Club 
members during their Club training and Club dives. His/her duties will be 
carried out in accordance with the Club Safety Rules. The safety Director 
shall, in the absence or disability of either the President, Vice-President 
or Training Director,, exercise all powers vested in them. 

- Treasurer; position currently held by Paul Hacker 
The Treasurer shall, in the absence in the aforementioned officers of the 
club (President, VP, Training Director, Safety Director & Membership 
Director) exercise all powers vested in them. He/she shall keep just and 
true account of all monies received and paid out by the club. A true 
financial report of recent expenditures and receipts shall be submitted by 
him/her at each Annual General Meeting, and as often as the Executive 
Committee requires, and shall complete and mail to any paid up member a 
financial report covering the activities of the Club for each year when 
requested. He/she shall deposit all funds in a Chartered Bank or Trust 
Company of Canada, approved by the Executive Committee. All monies payable 
by the Club shall be paid by cheque, signed by the Treasurer and 
countersigned by the President or Vice-President of other authorized member 
of the Executive Committee, and no cheque under any circumstance shall be 
signed in blank. 

All committee positions are available. 

Hope to see you in the pool. 

Don Woods 

SKI FOR SALE: 
K2-610 Recreational Ski 175 cm with Solomon 727 step in step out binding 
$190.00 
Rossignol AR.S Ski 170 cm with Tyrolis step in step out binding - $120.00 
Nordica Laser Ski Boots, size 7.5 $40.00 

-



4.9th Issue April 12, 1964 

CAPE COD - The Curious Pothook 

By. Peter Macfarlane 

In his fine series of articles on the marine life club members can 
expect to find at Cape Cod this July during their diving trip to the 
Fast Coast, Rodney Charlton has been._indicating the great range 

· of marine life found there. This is because the great sandy hook 
marks the meeting of two contrasting marine environments; the 
boundary where ocean currents of tropical warmth meet those of 
the Arctic cold. Thrust far into the sea, Cape Cod interferes with 
the passage of the warmer waters from the South carried up by 
the Gulf Stream and holds the told waters of the North within the 
long curve of its shore. It is also a point of transition to a 
d.iff erent kind of coast. The long sand strands that scallop the 
continent from Florida to the Cape are replaced by rocks which 
come more and more to dominate the coast as you move furth~r~ 
north. At Cape Cod, zones of deep water with accompanying low 
temperatures, lie generally closer to the shore than they do 
farther south, with interesting local effects on the populations of 
sea creatures. Partly because of the low temperatures and 
partly because of the rocky nature of the shore, heavy growths of 
seaweeds cover the ebb-tide rocks with a blanket of various 
colours, herds of periwinkles graze and the shore is whitened 
by millions of barnacles or darkened by millions of mussels -
neither of which is to be seen in our lakes around Oritario. 

Apparently, Cape Cod is no longer the absolute barrier it once 
was for warm water species ·attempting to round it from the south. 
Curious changes have been taking place, with many animals 
invading this cold temperate zone from the south. This change is 
related to the wide-spread change of climate that seems to have 
set in about the beginning of the century, a general warming up 
noticed first in Arctic regions, then in Sub-Arctic and now in 
temperate areas of the northern coastal states. One of the most 
impressive examples of north-ward movement is provided by 

. the green crab, once unknown north of the Cape, now familiar 
to clam fishermen and divers in Maine. Around the tum of the 
cer.itury, - the Ca-pe was considered its northe.r'..l'.l.. limit._ No..w....i_t as'---~~-~---~ 
spread up along the shore of Passamaquoddy Bay and crossed into 
Nova Scotia. 

Despite these and other exceptions, the Cape Cod coast to the 
north is tyPically a zone of cool waters inhabited by northern 
tyPe flora and fauna. It is strange but true that a handbook for 
the British Isles serves reasonably well for New England, covering 
probably 80% of the seaweeds and 60% of the marine animals. 
These tyPes are distributed right around the top of the earth and 
down the Canadian and American coasts through the agency of cold 
currents from melting glaciers and drifting pack ice. 

continued o • • • s 



CAPE COD - The Curious Pothook, continues o • • • • 

Look at a map of the Atlantic Coast of the United States and you 
will notice how the entire stretch from Florida to Cape Cod has 
been smoothed into a series of concave arcs fonned of beaches, 
bars and spits of land. This fringe of sand and gravel, culminating 
in Cape Cod, is the result of an incredible amount of material 
washed down to the coast by rivers, and the coral and shell sands 
that come from the sea itself in prodigious quantities. Microscopic 
shallow-water animals living near shore provide a continuous supply 
of new shells which the waves bring to the beaches in abundance. 
These waves strike the coast at an angle, washing any loose 
material across, rather than up, the beach. The uprush of each 
wave is oblique but the backwash pulled by gravity fiows straight 
down the beach slope. The result for the particles rolled and 
suspended in the water is a zig-zag movement, with net progress 
along the shoreo Large pebbles have been observed to drift at 
a rate of more than half a mile per day. The volume of sediment 
drifted along a beach has been observed to amount to about Boo 
cubic yards daily. 

The results of this sort of action are prominently displayed much 
closer to home, in Lake Erie, where Point Pelee is the result of 
sand and gravel built up by currents generated by winds and waves 
on the north side of the Lake. However, Point Pelee is no 
substitute for Cape Cod when it comes to diving - so, come July 
18th (1964), it's "GUNG HC1' for Canadian Sub Aquatics and · 
Whalers (Fairhaven) at the fascinating Atlantic meeting place 
of two oceanic systems of currents and marine life, a meeting 
that has made out of the Massachusetts coast a most unusual 
pothook, CAPE COD. 

Notice from L.T.C. dive shop 

TAKE NOTICE 
WINTER HOURS EFFECTIVE Oct. 10th 
WEDNESDAYS 12 NOON TO 8PM 
FRIDAYS 4:30PM TO 8PM 
OTHER DAYS OR TIMES BY APPOINTMENT 
WE WILL TRY OUR BEST TO ACCOMMODATE YOUR 
NEEDS. 
If you know of someone who requires notification of shop info, please forward this notice to them 
and have them email us . We will add them to our listing. 
Sylvia & Leonard 




